
In partnership with Two Lanterns Advisory, Country
Acuity Advisors offers you an extraordinary new
resource for thriving in the face of uncertainty. Matrix
Gaming (aka WarGaming)  simulations will be one of
the best investments you'll ever make, especially now.

MATRIX GAMING:

EFFICIENT INTELLIGENT ACTIONABLE REPEATABLE

3-5 hours. One day.
Delivered remotely.
Team environment.

Harness your
knowledge and our
expertise.

Delivers results that
allow you to take
immediate action.

Build the planning
muscles that lead to
long-term success.

Wargames come in many shapes and levels of intensity. Luckily,
there is a style of gaming that is suited for highly fluid
environments and can be played quickly: matrix games.

This approach encourages discussion, research, and can be
played virtually. It is the perfect approach for our current
environment of constant change and social distancing.

IMPROVE DECISION MAKING WITH
WARGAMING SIMULATIONS
THAT DELIVER

countryacuity.com

CONFRONT UNCERTAINTY, THE SMART WAY

@countryacuity @twolanterns adv

Powerful 
RESULTS

Incredible
VALUE

twolanterns.co

CALL +65 84 239 380 TODAY TO LEARN MORE!



CRITICAL BENEFITS
FOR YOUR
ORGANIZATION

Through the process of wargaming, your
organization will derive a number of crucial
benefits. Contact us today to learn more:
joyrankothge@countryacuity.com

Matrix games take you deep along a path for a scenario.
Because we run six rounds of action that take place over
the next 18 months, you can see how actions today may set
up problems a year and a half later.

This is a valuable process in times of high uncertainty, when
short-term adaptations could prove troubling long-term.

Bottom line: matrix games deliver
value and expertise

Combine the best of inside knowledge and outside
expertise. Unlike relying solely an external expert, a matrix
game harnesses all the knowledge that already exists
within an organization.

BENEFIT: HARNESS INTERNAL
KNOWLEDGE, QUICKLY

Country Acuity Advisors is a country and political risk
advisory firm specializing in emerging and frontier markets
in Asia. It was founded by Joy Rankothge, an Asia-focused
analyst with nearly fifteen years of experience, analyzing
political, country, sovereign risks. He has advised
multinational companies, institutional investors, political
risk underwriters, pension funds and governments globally.
Previously  Joy was with  Moody’s Investors Services, and
worked for Canada’s commercially operated export credit
agency, Export Development Canada. He has a MA from the
Fletcher School at Tufts University.  

ABOUT COUNTRY ACUITY ADVISORS

Matrix games are based on arguments and discussion. It
gets you "under the hood" and encourages debates that
provide as much stress testing of plans as the final product. 

BENEFIT: BUILD DECISION-MAKING
MUSCLE FOR RESILIENT RESULTS

Two Lanterns was founded in 2018 by Chris Oates, PhD.
Chris had previously worked at Oxford Analytica, as the
analyst for their Daily Brief subscription product covering
North America, Australia, New Zealand, and NATO, and as
an Advisory Associate, leading projects for the Department
of Defense, European Parliament, and others. He has also
worked in business intelligence, government consulting in
Iraqi Kurdistan, and on political campaigns in
Massachusetts. Chris has a PhD in International Relations
from the University of Oxford and is a Lecturer at the Pardee
School of Global Studies at Boston University.

ABOUT TWO LANTERNS ADVISORY


